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Behind the convenience of slick food apps hides the labour of thousands of people who do 

the work of moving food from cook to customer. Although highly visible with big bags and 

branding, moving at speed through our cities, these workers find themselves squeezed be-

tween uncaring and capricious employers, and impatient customers, doing dangerous work 

for unreliable pay. 

This booklet contains a series of provocative concepts, built with couriers, that highlight 

their experience of work, and envision a future where their hidden challenges and injustices 

are made visible. These concepts are controversial and bold, but speak of the frustrations 

and joys of their work.  

















 Experience the thrills of Gig Work! 

 Can you earn enough to pay rent?! 

 Keep fit! High Intensity Courier Workout 

 Don’t forget your PPE! (not included) 





These provocations came from a series of full day design workshops, organised by the Switch-

Gig project and held in Manchester and York in early March 2020.  

Switch-Gig is a project working with couriers to explore their experience of work for digital plat-

forms, to gain a greater understanding of their needs, challenges and opportunities. 

In each workshop, couriers and researchers worked together to explore experiences of courier 

work in each city, culminating in a series of design activities to develop the speculative con-

cepts that have been refined and presented here. 

These workshops were limited to couriers and as such the provocations reflect their own raw 

experiences. In this booklet we explicitly only present the workers’ perspectives, without analy-

sis from industry partners or academics. 

For more information about these workshops and reflections from researchers and industry 

partners, please see the full report at the project website at switchgig.wordpress.com 
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